Mathematics
Mental and written calculation
Mental addition and subtraction including
money. Co-ordinates and statistics. Negative
numbers.
Mental multiplication and division; written
multiplication.
Fractions, decimals and percentages

Geography
The settlement of Britain compare Anglo Saxon
Kingdoms with the counties of Britain. Why did
settlements grow, discuss settlement types,
natural resources, land use & industrial
development. Use maps on a variety of scales
to identify trade routes place from Europe.
Local place names using
OS maps and Digi maps.

Religious Education –The Eucharist
The importance of the Lindesfarne Gospels and how the
Anglo-Saxons were converted to Christianity.

French Qu’est- ce que tu veux
Children will be able to ask for drinks, ice-creams, bread and
snacks, understand how to work out prices in Euros; listen to
a story and select key words and phrases; devise and perform
a short sketch

The shaping of Britain
Life after the Romans
Class 4 Spring 2019

English
Fiction -Journalistic report writing
Reporting on events newspaper
Poetry –Poems and imagery.
Poems with structure; limerick,
haiku, concrete.
Specific focus on grammar and punctuation.
PE – Dance
Healthy and active.
Cross country running
Design Technology –
Construction of moving model adding lights.
Design & construct Saxon village;
Cooking with Saxon Ingredients
Design & construct periscope
Design & construct pinhole camera

History
Britain’s Settlement by the Anglo- Saxons and Scots

Expressive Arts
Anglo- Saxon creative art, drawing and design,
illuminated manuscripts and jewellery design,
coin design
Music – Finding your voice.
Developing singing technique using repertoire from the
Lancaster Singing Festival.

ICT
Use of data logo to measure lux & day length.
Controlling devices simple programming.
Digital mapping linked to Geography topic.

Listed below are some of the themes we may cover

Children select a theme of their choice to research and
present information using appropriate media.
Why did the Anglo-Saxons come to Britain?
Where did they settle?
What do we know about early Saxon life?
How do we find out about the past; archaeological
evidence from Sutton Hoo and Pritwell.
Why is King Alfred called Great?
Religion and the conversion to Christianity: Individual
research projects : Food; homes; craftsmanship; farming:
archaeological sites.
visit to Clitheroe castle – artefact handling.

Science – Light
The importance of the Sun as the main light
source on Earth identify other sources of light.
Learn how our eyes work. Demonstrate how we
can show that light travels in straight lines
Children will be challenged to plan and carry out a
series of investigations to find out who
committed a crime.

PSHE
Life Education –making choices.
Healthy relationships – feelings and emotions.
Fire safety

